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Abstract.
We give a self contained exposition of the operator formalism of conformal field theory,
with special attention to the ghost conformal field theory. We explore the relation between the
geometry of punctured Riemann surfaces and the algebraic aspects of the theory, rederiving
some standard results of conformal field theory in this scheme. After a brief introduction
to te idea of deformations, we examine the concept of theory space, which Z's the basis for
the investigation of the problem of background independence 6f closed string field theory.
Connections over theory space are introduced and special attention is devoted to the canonical
connection, which is shown to be non-integrable. We then examine a class of connections
related to the one considered in the recent proof of background independence given by Sen
and Zwiebach. We demonstrate that, to second order, these connections lead to finite
parallel transport of the vacuum section.
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7Introduction.
The modern formulation of covariant closed string field theory requires an initial choice
of conformal field theory, which represents the background classical solution around which
the full theory is developed 4 9 It is nevertheless believed 'that the complete theory is
independent of such choice, and concrete progress has been recently made 12] towards
a proof of this fact. It is now known that an infinitesimal change in the background has
no effect on the complete quantum theory of closed string fields. In principle one could
then try to prove general background independence by slowly deforming the underlying
conformal field theory and by iterating the infinitesimal version of the proof. One has
nevertheless to show that this scheme is free of divergences;. in this thesis we wish to
address issues related to this problem.
In the first part of the thesis (sections I - 6 we give a detailed exposition of the
operator formalism of conformal field theory 86], with particular attention to the ghost
section. The intimate connection between the algebraic aspect of the theory and the
geometrical concepts that underlie it is explored. After the introduction of deformation
of conformal field theories (section 7 we examine the concept of spaces of conformal
field theories (section 8), which is essential in the study of background independence. We
describe connections and covariant differentiations over the space of backgrounds, and we
concentrate on the properties of the canonical connection (section 9 In particular we show
that, already to second order, parallel transport with the canonical connection leads to
divergences. We finally move to the analysis of a particular class of connections (sections
1 - 13), related the one considered in the proof of local background independence given
in 2 We show that, under certain hypothesis, these connections lead to finite second
order parallel transport of the vacuum section.
1 The definition of conformal field theory.
Conformal field theories can be seen, from a general point of view, as representations
of specific geometric operations that can be performed with Riemann surfaces. It is
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
8therefore natural to start any discussion about conformal field theories by first considering
the geometrical concepts that underlie them.
Let be a Riemann surface of a given genus g and let pl, p, be an ordered set
of points on called punctures. Moreover let z1, - - , z be coordinate neighborhoods of
the punctures such that z(pi = and such that z-1 is well defined at least in the unit
disk (the disks around the punctures, defined by zil will be called coordinate disks).
We will call this collection of data an n-punctured Riemann surface of genus g with local
coordinates around the punctures and we will denote by Pg,, the collection of all such
surfaces.
Two punctured surfaces can be connected together to give a new punctured surface
by a process called sewing. To be specific let E E g,, and EE c Ph,,,, and consider the
ith puncture on and the jh on E. Assume that the coordinate disks around these
punctures do not contain any other puncture. We can then delete the coordinate disks
from the original surfaces and we can glue the two surfaces at the boundary of the deleted
disks. This is done by using the analytic relation ziw = , where zi and wj denote the
original coordinates at the two punctures. The final surface, denoted by Ecij=, is then
clearly an element Of Pg+h,,,+,,-2, where, as a matter of convention, we take the ordering
of the remaining punctures to be the punctures on followed by those of EE.
The second operation that we want to define is closely related to the one just described
but it involves only one surface E E Pg.,,. We consider two of its punctures with the same
requirement about their coordinates disks. As above we delete the unit disks and glue at
the boundary. The resulting surface is then an element Of Pg+l,,,-2 and is denoted by
Eocij, where i and j denote the deleted punctures. The remaining punctures are naturally
ordered by keeping the original order.
We are now in a position to define what we mean by conformal field theory. The
underlying algebraic object will be a given complex vector space H. A conformal field
theory is then a way of assigning to every surface E E Pg,,,, a unique element (El in the
n-fold tensor product of the dual space H` Loosely speaking every copy of the dual
'As we shall see later7we are here considering theories for which the central charge c vanishes.
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9space will correspond to one puncture. We therefore naturally require that if El and 2
are equal except for the ordering of the punctures, the corresponding states (Ell and (E21
be related by the natural action of the permutation group on the n-fold tensor product
(&n H*.
0)
0)
Figure 1.
It will be useful to develop a specific notation in the case of punctured Riemann
spheres, which will be very useful surfaces. Consider a Riemann sphere with uniformizing
coordinate o- and with n punctures at a Pi ' ' ' 7 = Pn Moreover let f (o-) be the
coordinate around the i1h puncture, written as an analytic function of -. We then denote
the corresponding state by
pi (ki) Pn (k,,)
fl (a) ;111 ;A W
where the integers ki label the H*-spaces corresponding to the different punctures. If the
coordinates are not specified we take them to be a - pi if pi =,4 oc and for pi = 00.
17
Sometimes, on the other hand, we will only specify the coordinates. We will do so only
when the position of the punctures will be clear from the context.
In the more general case in which c 4 0 the surface states are only defined up to a phase
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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It will be also convenient to have a more compact notation for some specific states.
It is standard to define the out vacuum
10 = 01,11.
We also define the reflector R121 to be
(R12 = (0(1); 0(2) 1.
Finally we define the standard three and four punctured Riemann spheres by
(V1 23 (Z I ('l); 0 (2); Z(3)I
(V1 234 (Z, W) (O (1); 00 (2) ; (3); W(4)
We can now describe how the geometric operation of sewing is implemented within the
formalism of conformal field theories. We first note that the reflector state is symmetric
in the sense that R121 = (R211- This fact follows immediately by conformal invariance
since R121 0 (1). (2)1 C)O 1); 2), = (R21 1, where a The reflector therefore
O'
defines a metric on H, and, loosely speaking, the operation of sewing will correspond to
the operation of contraction with the metric. To be more precise we define the inverse
reflector R23) by the equation (R12JR23) =3 Id,, where ,Id,-, denotes the identity operator
that moves a state from the mth to the n th vector space. In this definition there is
implicit the assumption that the reflector is invertible, which we take as an added axiom
to what we mean by conformal field theories. In terms of the reflector R12) we can then
define sewing as follows. If and are punctured surfaces, then the surface EOjj- is
represented by
(1.2) (EoojjEE = EJ(-"-'jRnjnj ) 
where ni and nj number the spaces corresponding to the ith puncture on and to the
j1h puncture on The same equation also holds for sewing to punctures on the same
surface.
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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A conformal field theory is therefore a way of assigning to every punctured surface a
corresponding surface state such that the algebra of sewing, which is stated in equation
(1.2), is satisfied.
2 The Virasoro algebra.
We now have a complete definition of conformal theories. The first issue that we
would like to address is the question of how, given a surface state, we can deform it by
changing both the modulus of the underlying Riemann surface and the coordinates around
the punctures. As we shall see, infinitesimal deformations will be generated by the action
on the surface states of the Virasoro operators, to the definition of which this section is
devoted.
The Virasoro operators are naturally defined in terms of surface states. Consider in
particular the state corresponding to the Riemann sphere with punctures at and at 0
and with coordinate at oc. Instead of using the standard a coordinate at we will
use he more general coordinate f - = UI El 0,E,,Un). The first half of the Virasoro
n=
operators will then be defined by the following power expansion
1 2) 00(2.1) (f (O' - JR23) -- 1 + 1(,EnLn + EnLn) + OE
n=O
The second half is similarly defined by
1 (1) 00(f (a) 2), 2).(2.2) - JR23 = I 1EnL-n + nL-, + O(E
n=O
We have given two different definitions of Lo and Lo. It is a fast check to verify
that conformal invariance implies that the two definitions are identical. In fact
0 oc 2) 0 (2) 1ELO + U R23) 00 where - 0 (I .
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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The Virasoro operators satisfy the well known Virasoro algebra (without central
extension)
[Ln Lml =(n - m)Ln+,,,
[Lnj Lm] =(n - m)Ln+m
[Ln Ln 0.
The subsequent part of this section will be devoted to the proof of this fact.
First of all we need to reexpress equations 2 and 22) up to second order in E.
For simplicity we will only consider the holomorphic part, since the antiholomorphic part
will simply be identical. We therefore have that
(2)
(2-3) (f ('7) 1 ) - R23 = I E En Ln + L0- 2EEnEm n+---
n nm
and
(f 0,) 2),(2.4) JR23)=I+EEnL-,+- Y EEML-n,-m +
2
n nm
where the operators Lnm are defined by the above power expansions and satisfy
Lnm Lmn- Let now n, m > . We wish to consider the product LnLm, and to
this end we will consider a specific sewing operation (Fig.2). Using the definition 23) for
the Virasoro operators we then have that
En (1) (4);JR23) -r(l -E-rm) JR51)
2 2(2.5) = (I + ELn - Lnn) (I + ELm -E Lmm)
2 2
2
= I E(Ln + Lm) - (Lnn + Lmm + 2LnLm).
2
On the other hand, using'the sewing relation = _ n), we have that
_,,,n)(1); (2) m) 4); 1(5)
JR23) T(l - 7 JR51)
(2-6) O' Ir
,,(j _En)(1 _ .m(I _En)m)(4); 1 2)
JR23),
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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where we have moved the ket R23) all the way to the right (see Fig.2).
T(1-FT') 1Cr
T
Figure 2.
To order 2 the coordinate at the puncture at a reduces to a(I -Eo-' -Eo- +
+ 'M),E 2an+m ) so that 26) can be rewritten as
(0-(, _,Eo-, _,EO-m (I ),,2,n+M)(4); (2)
JR23)
0-
and finally, again using 23) as
2 21 +,F(L, + Lm - (1 + m)e Lm+n + E (Lnn + L'M + 2Ln'M)
2
We can now equate the above expression with 25) an deduce that LnL = -(I 
m)Ln+m + L,,m. Using the symmetry of Lnm we recover part of the Virasoro algebra.
The same proof works also for n, m < . Definitely more subtle is the proof for the case
n > and m < . In this case we would like to make sense of the left hand side of the
expression
,n)(1); (2) m) 4); (5)
JR23)(T(l - ET JR41) -
a 7(2.7)
2I + E(Ln + Ln) + (Lnn + Lmm + 2LnLm).
2
The sewing relation is clearly aI _,,,-n) (Fig. 3, but neither a nor can
-r(l-cr-m
be used as uniformizing coordinates on the sphere. This is because neither the function
0 (I - ,-n ) nor the function T( - T-m) are one to one on the hole iemann sphere, and it
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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is therefore impossible to solve uniquely for one of the uniformizers in terms of the other
(note that this was possible previously, since the sewing relation = l - Ea') solves for
T uniquely in terms of a).
1
T I
G
) Cv(l-FG' )
Figu 3.
We first of all let z and w -- be the coordinates around the remaining punctures.01
We want to find a new uniformizer so that the punctures fall at and 00 respectively.
The sewing relation, to order c2, in terms of w and z then reads
I (I -,Ew-, = Z = Z CZ M+1 + E2Z2m+1
W I M
This expression can then be solved for w to give
W -- 1[I + C2(nz 2n +(n - )Zn+m)l.
Z
If we denote by p the new uniformizing coordinate, where p = and p = 00 correspond
respectively to z = and w = , we can write z = p( +a C 2b), where a and b are
analytic functions of p. The expression for w can then be rewritten in terms of p as
W I(I Ea - E2b +C2a2) -C[Pn-i(j +,E(n - I)a) + p-'(l +,E(m - I)a)]-
P
E2(np 2n-1 + (n -)Pn+M-1
- (a + Pn-- + PM-1 )+
P P
a2 b
+ E2(- - _ (n - 1)apn-1 - Tn - I)apm-1 np 2n-1 - n - I)Pn+M-1
P P
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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To find a and b we impose the condition that w 40 as p --+ oc. To order this condition
implies a -p'. To order 2 it requires that - + ( - n)p'+'-' converges to as
P
p -* oc. We are therefore faced with two cases: b = if n + m < , and b (m - n)pn+m
otherwise. In the first case we have
Z --P Pn)
W = I(I -'EPM +E2(m - npn+m (n + m < )
P
in the second
=(I Pn + E2(M - npn+m
I (n +m > )W -- -(I 'EPM)
P
We have completed the sewing. The left hand side of equation 27) is then the surface
state (Z(5); W(2) JR23), which represents the surface with punctures at p = and p = 00 and
with coordinates z(p) and w(p) respectively. In the case n + m < we can then rewrite
the left hand side of equation 27 as
(P( -Pn)(5); (I + E2 M - n) Pn+m) 2)JR23)
P
C_F-m ,E2(M -n-m)(2) (5);
- (r (I n),r JR23)(P(I ,Pn JR67),
Ir P
where in the last equality we have rewritten the surface state using the sewing relation
-rp 1. We are now in a position to use 23) and 24) to rewrite the above as
2 2 2(I + ELm + E (n - m)Ln+m + -E Lmm)(l + ELn + E Lnn)
2 2
2I + E(Ln + Lm) + E (Lnn + Lmm + 2(n - m)L,,,+m + 2LmL,).
2
Comparing with 27) we recover the standard Virasoro algebra. This concludes our proof,
since the case n + > can be treated similarly.
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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3 Action of the Virasoro operators.
As we said at the beginning of the last section, the action of the Virasoro operators on
surface states will in general change the data characterizing the surface. Some particular
cases will be very useful later and we will focus on them now.
Let be a punctured surface, and let p be one of the punctures, with coordinate
z. Moreover let (El be the corresponding state and let (1) be the label for the space
corresponding to the puncture at p.
Suppose at first that we wish to change the coordinate at p from z to f (z)
Z(I El 6,Zn). We then simply obtain
n=
(3) 00
(3.1) JR31 = (ER1 + E(EnL(1) + J('))).
n=O
Next we would like to consider the surface E' with the punctured moved to the point
P corresponding to the position z = E. We take the coordinate at p to be z-E. The
corresponding state can then be written, to first order in E as
E (2) O<D 3)
; 1 JR13)-
0- E
Letting 1 a E, (E'l can then be reexpressed as
T (3) 1 2) (3). 1 2)
- I R13) = (E I T (I ET) - JR13)-
+ ET T 7
Finally, using 31), we obtain
(3.2) + T (1))
(El I (K -1
Applying the above equation to 23(Z)j we obtain, for example, the important relation
(3.3) (V123(Z)l = (V123(Z)lL (3)
09Z -11
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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As we have seen we can both move punctures and change coordinates. It is a fact that
the action of the L, L for n < 2 will, in general, also change the modulus of the
underlying surface. Since we are not going to need this result in its full generality we will
only consider a particular case that will be useful in the study of the stress energy tensor
in the next section.
(3)We will be interested in the expression 123(Z)jL-2.It is clearly related to the sewing
operation described by
(5)
2)(1); r 3)(3.4) (V123(Z)j(U(1 - Ea a JR34) = V123(Z)j(1 E--2J,
which we now consider (we have considered, for notational simplicity, only the holomorphic
part). Suppose that is the uniformizing coordinate on the standard three punctured
sphere. Then the sewing relation is, to first order in 
1 1Ir - Z = - - Ea.0-(l _EO-2) a
We are clearly forced, as in the proof of the Virasoro algebra, to change to a new
uniformizer on the sphere, which we will call p. We will chose p so that the punctures
will still be at p = , oc and 1. In terms of the new uniformizer the coordinates at the
punctures will then be given by
7 _P(I + a)
1 I
--- (I - Ea)
T P
1 (p - z)(1 +,Eb),
where a is analytic around p and p o and b is analytic close to pz. The sewing
relation can then e rewritten in terms of p as
p - z + Epa = p - z + E(p - z)b +E
P Z
a b(p - z)+ I b(p - Z2 + 1
P P(P - Z) P(P Z)
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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To eliminate the divergence of a as p 0 we must chose b = -z- 2. This in turn implies
that
a + ZZ2 Z-P
We can rewrite once again the coordinates at the three punctures as
P P 2
-r =p - 2 + + -
Z2 Z Z2
E Z Z2
T P Z2 P P2
(P Z)(1 - Z2
Finally we can use 3 and 34) to write our final result
(V23(Z)IL (3) V123(Z)J( 1 L (3)+ 2 L(1) I L) + I L(1) +
-2 T2 0 T2 0 + T3 1 Z 2
(3.5) 1 (2) 1 (2) (2) (2)
- L + L + L + zLZ2 0 Z 1 2 3
As a last application we would like to use 31) to derive a standard property of the
reflector. It is just a simple computation. For n > 
(2)
I = (R121(1 n
(2)
(R141 (O(1 - E, n) 3). JR34) R121(1 +,EL (2)
01
We therefore have proved that
(R12J(L(1 - L (2) 0.
n -n
Using the inverse reflector R12) it is also easy to show that
(3-6) (L(1 - L (2) )JR12 = O-n -n
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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4 Fields and conserved charges.
Consider a generic state A H. If it is an eigenstate of both Lo and Lo, with
eigenvalues a and a respectively, we say that IA) has conformal dimension (ad). If, in
addition, L I A) -- L I A) = for all n > we say that I A) is primary. To any state I A)
we can then associate a field A(z) defined by
A(z) V123(Z)IA)3jR24)-
A field is said to have a definite dimension if the corresponding state does. We also say
that a field is primary if it corresponds to a primary state.
Given a field we can always recover the state it corresponds to. To show this we need
to introduce the oncept of right vacuum, defined by
JO)l 2R12)-
If (El is a surface state and (j) labels one of the punctures, the state EIO)j = Ell(OIRj)
simply corresponds to the same surface with the j1h puncture deleted, as is shown is Fig-4.
---
12:) 10)
Figwre 4.
We can then use this property of 10) to write
lim A z IO) = liM (V123 (Z I A) 3 R24 I )l
Z-+0 Z--+o
= lim (00 (2).Z(3) IA)31R24)
(4.1) Z--+o 7
= (C,0(2); 0(3) IA)3IR24)
= (R23JR24)IA)3 -- IA). .
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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Suppose now that is a given punctured surface with coordinates zj, -- , z around the
punctures pi, -- , p,,. Let z be any coordinate on the surface, defined on a coordinate
patch Q E, and let R z(Q) be the region in the complex plane which parametrizes Q.
For any zo E R we then define
A, (zo) (E; Po () JAi,
Z - ZO
where z(po) zo. We want to consider how AE changes as we change the underlying
coordinate. Let w = z,Ev.(z) be a second coordinate around po, where v(z) is an arbitrary
analytic function defined around zo. If wo w(po) we have that
Ar (WO) E; Po (1) A
W - WO
Po A
(4.2) Z + E(Z) - Z EO) 1
Po (1) A
(Z ZO) +,E O (ZO + 0 (Z - ZO)az
PO (1) -,E '9V (zo)LM EOV (1) ... A
Z - ZO az 0 - OZ- zo) Lo +
where ... represents terms with L, n > We now restrict our attention to the case in
which JA) is primary. Then the terms denoted by ... annihilate the state JA) and we
are left with A, (wo = AE (zo (I - av (zo) a - -Dv (zo) a). The integrated form for arbitrary
az Z
coordinates z and w is then clearly
19 , a
AE (wo = AE (zo) (-) (-) .
OW '9W
This implies that AE(z)dzadO is invariant and we say that A transforms as an (ad)
tensor.
Consider from now on the particular but important case = (the corresponding case
a can be treated similarly). It then makes sense to require AE to be holomorphic, and
we will do so. From equation 3.2) we have that a A, (zo = (; z Po (1 I L A) 1. Therefore
aiO -ZO
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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the condition of analyticity of A, is equivalent to the requirement that _11A = (as a
consistency check we note that = L 1, L - A) = 2L I A), which implies that = With
this setting let f (z)dzl-' be a complex valued ( - a, 0) tensor, analytic everywhere except
maybe at the punctures, where it may be meromorphic. We then have that AE(z)f (z)dz
is an analytic closed one-form (note that d(A, (z) f (z) dz = - (AE (z) f (z)) dz A d -- 0) It
can therefore be itegrated over one-cycles in E. Consider the region Q C E obtained by
deleting from E small disks around the punctures. Then aQ consists of the sum of closed
loops around the ifferent punctures (see Fig. 5)
Q
Figure 5.
By Stokes' theorem we have that
(4-3) AE (z) f (z)dz d (A, (z) f (z) dz) 0.
To continue the alculation we wish to consider A, (z) when z = zi is one of the
coordinates around the punctures. Clearly in this case, if Izol is small enough to allow
sewing, (; Po (1)1 (EN12(zo)JR2i) (see Fig.6). Therefore we have thatZ-ZO
AE(zi = (EjA(')(zj).
We can therefore rewrite 43 as
(4.4) A(') zi) f (zi) dzi 0
iEpuntures
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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where f is the loop integral around the origin in the counterclockwise direction. Equation
(4.4) is one of the most important equations in conformal field theory and it will be used
continuously from here on.
P:
Figwre 6.
Now that we have considered the general case, we wish to specialize to a particularly
important special case. Let A = L210)- We denote the corresponding primary field of
dimension (2,O) by T(z). It is usually called the stress energy tensor. By definition we
have that
T(z = 123(Z)IL (3) 10 3 R24) 
Using (3.5) and (3-6) and remembering that Lo IO) = 0 (scaling the coordinate of the single
puncture of the vacuum has no effect on the surface) we can write that
T(z) =Rl2l( 2 L(1) I L) + I L(1) + ----1 L (2)+ IL (2) + L(2) - IR24 =0 + - 4 2Z2 Z3 1 Z 2 Z 0 Z 1 2
2 1 1 1 1
= -Lo + Li + -L2 + ---Lo+-L-,+L-2+''' -Z2 Z3 Z4 Z2 Z
Lorenzo Cornalba, Thesis - 1994
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Recollecting terms we can write a compact expression for the stress energy tensor
Z---2T(z) Ln
n
At this point we should note that equations 35) and 36) are nothing but special cases
of (4-4). They were derived directly here because they were needed to derive the general
form of the stress energy tensor.
To conclude this section we shall use 44) to derive an important equation that will
be used later in the discussion of the operator product expansion. We will work with
the standard three punctured sphere (V123(Z)j and we will consider the vector field 07 a
defined on it. If we denote by w = -, W2 and W3 9 Z the coordinates at the
three punctures, we can rewrite the vector field as
W1 a -W2 19 = (W3 + Z)
49W, aW2 09W3
We are now in a osition to use conserved charge methods. Integration against the stress
energy tensor readily yields
(V123 (Z) dw, wjT(1) (wi - dW2 W2T (2) (W2) + dW3 (W3 + z)T (3) (W3) = 
(4-5) 2,7ri 27ri 27ri
(V23(Z) (L'' - L(2) + L (3) + zL (3)) 00 0 -1
5 Operator product expansion.
Let A(z) and B(w) be two local fields. We want to consider the product A(z)B(w).
Directly from the efinition of field we can write
A(z)B(w) =Vl23(Z)IA)3lR24)(V567(W)IA)71RI6)
=(Vl23(Z)I(567(W)JR16)IA)31B)7-JR24)-
The sewing implied in (V123(Z)j(V567(W)JR16) cannot be done immediately unless jz > I
and wj < I. This is because otherwise the coordinate disks deleted for the sewing
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operation would include the punctures, and sewing would not be allowed. This fact
can be slightly generalized by scaling the coordinates of the punctures being sewed. We
then discover that under the condition that zI > IwI we can perform the sewing to give
(V123(Z)j(V567(W)JR16) = V5237(ZW)j (recall the definitions in (1.1)). Therefore we can
write that
A(z)B(w) (V1234(Zw)jA)3jB)4jR25)- OZ > IWD
Clearly the right hand side of the above equation is meaningful also in the case when Iz <
IwI. We then have that (V1234(zw)jA)3jB)4jR25 = (V1243(Wz)jB)4jA)3jR25) B(w)A(z).
For compactness we can define the radial ordering R[A(z)B(w)] of a product of two fields
to be A(z)B(w) if IzI > IwI and to be B(w)A(z) otherwise. With this notation we then
have the general result that
R[A(z)B(w) = (V1234(Zw)jA)3jB)4jR25)-
Radial ordering of products of more fields can be defined similarly and the above result
can be readily generalized to
R [Al (zi) ... 4,,, (Zn) (Vij, 1, n (ZI, Zn I A 1) 1 ... I An) n I Rjj,),
where we have introduced the following notation for the standard n-punctured Riemann
sphere
ViJ11'...,n(Z1, Zn I= (0m; CGw; ZM; ... Z(n)1 n
We now consider the main result of this section. We start by noting that, under the
condition that w - zj < IzI, we have (see Fg-'7)
(5.1) (V1234 (Z, W I = (V125 (Z I V364 (W - z I R56)
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This implies that in this case
R[A(z)B(w)] (V125(Z)j(364(W - zR56)jA)3jB)4jR27) = Vl25(Z)10(W - ZNJR27),
where we have defined JOW) = (V123(Z)jA)ijB)3jR24). Let now 10j) be a basis for H where
each state Oi) has conformal dimension (hi, hi). We can then expand I (z) = C(z I 0i)
Therefore the above expression can be rewritten as
R [A (z) B (w) C'(w - z) O (z)
This is what is usually called the operator product expansion. We can use dimensionality
arguments to essentially determine the coefficients C(z). Let (aii) and (bb) be the
conformal dimensions of the fields A and respectively. If we denote by (Oil the basis of
H* dual to 0i) it is clear that C(z = 0'10(z)) = 4Oij(V123(Z)jA)ijB)3jR24)- We then
have that
(3)
-C'(Z) 4(0'j(V123(Z)jLijA)ijB)3jR24)
OZ
(2) (3)
4 O'l V123 (Z) L(1) + L -L )jA)ijB)3jR24)=
Z o 0 0
I - (4) (3))
=4 (V23 (Z) - (- L(1) + L - L JA11B)31R24)Z o 0 0
-(hi - a - b) C'(z),
Z
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where we have used 45),(3.3) and the properties of the reflector (3.6). Similarly we have
C (z) -(hi - - b) C'(z).
09z- Z
The most general solution is given by
ciZhi-a-b,hi-ei-bC' (Z) =
The operator product expansion then takes the final form
Ci(W _ Zhi-,-b(-R[A(z)B(w)] W Z
i
We recall that the above formula is valid if w - zJ < zJ. If, on the other hand, we
project the above expression onto the vacuum 10), this restriction does not apply, since
the vacuum removes the puncture which obstructs the sewing considered in (5.1). We can
then let z ---+ 0 and obtain, using 4 ,
B(w)IA = TCiWh-,-bf- Et - b
I
i
From the above we also see that
C' (O'IB(I)IA).
As an important example we would like in particular to consider the famous operator
product expansion of a primary field A of dimension (ad) with the stress energy tensor
T(z). We have that
EW-k aT(w)JA) -'LkIA) JA) + -L-11A + regular.
Wk<O
The general operator product expansion is then
aR[T(w)A(z)] A(z) + aA(z) + regular.(W - Z)2 (W - Z)
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More generally, for a non primary field, the operator product expansion is similarly given
by
R[T(w)A(z)] (Lk IA)) z) + a A(z) + I-aA(z) + regular.
k>0 (W - Z)k+2 (W - Z)2 -(W - Z)
We now would like to give an application of the operator product expansion. It is very
useful to have an expression for the commutator of the Virasoro operators with a primary
field. In the course of the computation we will use a standard technique frequently used in
the usual treatment of conformal field theories which is very powerful and worth knowing.
We start by considering a holomorphic vector field v(w a defined on the w-sphere exceptaw
possibly at w = and w oc. Consider the operator
T[v] dw T (w) v (w),
27ri
where the integral is around the origin and with the standard orientation. Clearly, since
T(w)v(w)dw is a closed 1-form, the integral is independent of the path. Now let A(z)
be a field, not necessarily primary. We wish to consider the commutator [T[v],A(z)]. Let
C, and C2 be loops in the wplane around the origin both with standard orientation and
lying respectively outside and inside the loop Iw = IzI. Then we have
dw dw dw[T[v], A(z)] v(w)T(w)A(z - -A(z)T(w)v(w) v (w) R T (w) A (z)
1 27ri 27ri 1 C2 27ri
As a function of w we have as before that v(w)R[T(w)A(z)]dw is a closed 1-form. In this
case though, the one form is not necessarily well behaved at w = z. The best we can do
is to replace the path C - 2 with a small loop C3 around the point w = z, where we
can use the operator product expansion. We then have that
[T[v], A(z)] dw v(w)R[T(w)A(z)j
2,7ri
dw V (W) (Lk IA)) (z) + dw av W) A(z) + dw v (w) OA(z)
2-7ri (W - Z)k+2 2,7ri (W - Z)2 27ri (w - z)
k>0 3 3 3
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(5.2) [T[v], A(z)] lgk+IV(Z) (Lk I A)) z) + a0v (z) A (z) + v (z),9A (z)
k>o (k +
We now consider the case V(W = n. A simple computation shows that T[v = Ln-1. For
the simple cases n = , 1 the SUM X:k>o drops from the expression and we get the famous
commutators, valid for any field of definite conformal dimension, (not necessarily primary)
[L-1,A(z)] =YA(z)
[Lo, A(z) = aA(z) + zM(z).
If A(z) is a primary field then we can extend the reasoning to any n since the SUM Ek>O
drops out in any case. We then get the more general commutator
(5-3) [Ln, A(z) = a(n +)Zn A(z) + Zn+'aA(z).
6 The ghost conformal field theory.
In this section we consider a special class of conformal field theories. We assume
the existence of four Grassman odd fields, which form the so called ghost section of the
theory[10]. They are all primary fields and are conventionally denoted by c(z), (z), b(z)
and b(z). The fields c(z) and E(z) are called the ghost fields and have conformal dimensions
(-I, O) and 01) respectively. On the other hand the fields b(z) and b(z) are called
antighost fields and have conformal dimensions 2 ) and (0 2. We can expand the fields
in powers of z and as follows:
C(Z = E Cn Z-n+l qz = 1: en'-n+i
n n
Z-n-2 -n-2b(z = E bn (Z = bn,
n n
We also assume that the 'modes satisfy the following anticommutation relations
(6-1) fbnicm = bniem = n+mi
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with all the other anticommutators equal to zero.
Let us note here that the anticommutation relations 61 iply that the modes behave
as fermionic creation and annihilation operators. For each pair b,c-,, and b,,-,, we have
to identify the creator and the annihilator, so that we can have a consistent definition of
normal ordering. 'In conformal field theories there is a natural choice of normal ordering,
coming from the properties of the vacuum 10), to which we now move our attention.
Conserved charge methods easily imply that
(2 = b'1) _ 2) 0(R121(bll - b (R121 n -n
(R12 I C (1) + C(2) (R121 (E(1) + Z(2) 0,
n -n n -n
and also that
Ojbn (01b = (n < )
(OICn (OlEn = (n < - 2).
Using the reflector R12) we can write the corresponding equations for the kets. They read
(2) (-(J _ b(2)(0 - b )JR12) b ) R12) 0
n -n n -n
(C(l) (2) (-(I) E(2)
n + -n I R12) Cn -n)IR12) 0,
and
(6.2) bnJO = bJO) 0 (n > -1)
CnIO = E10) 0 (n > 2.
It is clear that (6-2) naturally divides the ghost modes in creators and annihilators,
therefore defining a consistent normal ordering prescription.
From here on we are only going to consider the holomorphic section of the theory,
since the antiholomorphic part will be identical. Before we start the investigation of the
properties of the ghost section we want to consider the commutators of the Virasoro
operators with the ghost modes. We can readily apply equation 5.3) to write
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[Lni b(z)] E[Ln, b,]z-'-' = 2(n + )Zn b(z) + Zn+I Ob (z) 
m
-m-2
rn)bm+nZ
m
Equating powers of z we then obtain
[Ln bm] (n -m)bn+m-
A similar computation also shows that
[Ln Cm] (2n + M)Cn+m 
Let us now introduce an important field which is built starting from the basic ghost
fields. We shall denote it by Tg(z) and it is defined by the following normal ordered
expression:
Tg(z = 20c(z)b(z) + c(z),Ob(z)
As usual we first compute the corresponding state. A simple calculation shows that
IT9 = 2cob-2 + Clb-3)10)-
We then compute the operator product expansion of Tg(z) with the fields b(z) and c(z).
Rom the following computation
b(w)lTg) Ew-n-2 bn (2co b -2 lb-3)10)
n
2 b-210)+ Ib-310)+ regular,T2 W
we deduce that R[Tg(z)b(w)] 2(w _ Z-2 b(z) + (w - z-'Ob(z) + regular and finally that
2(6-3) R[Tg(w)b(z)] b(z) + Ob(z) + regular.(W - Z)2 W - Z
Similarly we can also show that
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(6.4) R[Tg(w)c(z)] C(Z +  Iac(z) + regular.(W - Z)2 W - Z
We note here that the above operator product expansions are identical to the ones of the
ghost fields with the stress energy tensor. For this reasons we shall refer to the field Tg (z)
as the ghost part of the stress energy tensor (the notation chosen clearly reflects this fact).
This intuition will be reinforced by the computation of the operator product expansion
of Tg with itself, to which we now move. We will compute RTg(z)Tg(w)] using Wick's
theorem, to illustrate how this standard and powerful technique is used in conformal field
theories. Contractions will be vacuum expectation values of radially ordered fields. To
this end we will efine vacuum expectation values ... ) as usual. If c is a number then
(c) c. On the other hand if N is a normal ordered product of oscillators (N = .
Having laid out tese standard conventions, we can start the computation by considering
the contraction (c(w)b(z)) (to be exact the contraction is (R[c(w)b(z)]), but we will always
omit the R symbol in contractions, mainly for notational compactness). The operator
product expansion
2C(w)b-210) 10) + cb-210 + wcob-210) + W C-lb-210)
W
implies that
IR[c(w)b(z) - + c(z)b(z) +(w - z) : &z)b(z) +-(W Z)2 :92 c(z)b(z)+
W - Z 2
1
- + c(w)b(z)
W - Z
and therefore that
(c (w) b (z) =W - Z
Similarly we can show that (c(w)c(z)) (b(w)b(z)) 0. The application of Wick's theorem
is now straightforward but tedious and we refer the reader to the appendix for the complete
computation. We quote here only the result:
13 2 1(6.5) R[Tg(u;)Tg(z)] -- )4 W - Z)2 Tg(Z + 09Tg(z +(W - Z (W - Z)
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2We now expand Tg (z) L9 z We would like to compute the commutator [L9, L9n n Mf dzTTo this end we first note that L9 = g(Z)Zn+l. We can then use techniques similarn 27ri
to the ones used in section to calculate the desired commutator. Let C2, C and C be
loops around the origin of increasing radius and oriented counterclockwise. We have that
dw (W)Wn+l dz M+1 dz +1 dw n-+1[L9, L9 Tg Tg (z) zm Tg(W)W
n TM 2,7ri 27ri q(Z)Z 27ri 27ri1 2
dz + dw n+
Z -W 1RITg(Z)Tg(W)1-
27ri 1 -C2 27ri
We can now replace the path C - C2 with a small loop around z. Denoting the loop
integral around z with f(Z) we can write
[L9, L9 dz ZM+1 dw Wn+ 'R[Tg(Z)Tg(w)]
n M 27ri 27ri
dz ZM+1 dw Wn+1 13 + 2 1
2,7ri )27ri (W - Z)4 (W - Z)2 T9 (Z) + (W - Z) g (Z)
dz ZM+1 13(n + 1n(n - ) Zn-2 + 2(n + )Zn Tg (z) + Zn+ n ()
27ri 6
1 3 3(n n)6n+m + 2(n + I)L9 (n +,m + 2)L96 n+M n+m,
We have finally arrived to the desired result
13 3[L9, L9 (n - m)L-n+m 6 (n n)6n+m-
The modes of Tg(z) obey an extension of the standard Virasoro algebra. The extra term
in the commutator is called the central charge extension to the Virasoro algebra.
At this point it is then natural to divide the stress energy tensor into the ghost part
Tg(z) and into what we will call the matter part Tm(z). Therefore we will have
T (z = T. (z) + Tg (z).
We would like to show that in some sense the matter part of the theory is decoupled
from the ghost part. To this end we will need one last piece of information, namely the
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operator product xpansion of T(z) with Tg(z). In order to compute the singular part of
the product expansion we will need expressions for LTg) for n > . We have that
Li T9 =,(2cob-2 + cb-3)10)- (2[Lico]b-2 c,[Lib-31)10 =
-(-4cb-2 + 4cb-2)10 = 
and that
L21Tg) -L2(2cob-2 + cb-3)10 = (2[L2, co]b-2 + [L2, cl]b-3)10 =
-(-8C-2b-2 -3)10 = 1310).
Similarly LnITg = for n > 3 We then conclude that
(6.6) R[T(w)Tg(z)] 13 + 2 T9 W + OTg(Z +(W - Z)4 (W - Z)2 (W - Z)
This result is very interesting. The right hand side of 66) is identical (at least as far as
the singular part is concerned) to the right hand side of 65). Therefore subtracting the
two equations we deduce that R[Tm(z)Tg(w)] is analytic in w - z, which in turn implies
that the modes of the matter part of the stress tensor commute with the modes of the
L'z -n-2 we can then summarize our
ghost part. If we expand as usual T, (z = n n
results as follows:
[L', L'] (n m)L' 13 (nn m n+ 6
13 3[L9, L9 (n m)Lgn+m -(n n)6n+m6
[Lm, L9 0.n 
Exactly the same reasoning applied to equations 63) and 64) leads to the conclusion
that R[Tm(w)b(z)] and R[Tm(w)c(z)j are both analytic in w - z. Therefore we also have
that
[L9, bm = (n - n)bn+m
[L9 cm] = - 2n + M)Cn+m
m m[Ln bm = [Ln Cm] = O.
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The theory is clearly completely decoupled in matter and ghost parts.
We now move our attention to a second important field constructed within the ghost
section, which is defined by the equation
G (z) c (z) b (z)
The corresponding state is given by
IG) Clb-210)-
The field G(z) has conformal dimension (1,O), but it is not a primary field. Even though
LJG = for n > 2 a simple computation shows that L11G) -- 310). Therefore the
operator product expansion of G(z) with the stress tensor takes the form
-3 1 1R[T(w)G(z) = + -G(z) +  '9G(z) + (W - Z)3 (W - Z)2 W - Z
Consequently given any punctured surface the field (E; zG(z)) does not transform as a
(1, 0) tensor. A computation similar to equation 42) shows that, under an infinitesimal
coordinate change z = z ,Ev(z), the field (E; zIG(z)) transforms as follows:
(6.7) (r-; z'j G (z')) 6 (F-- zIG(z)) +392 V (Z)
'YZ 1 2 o9z2
In order to find how (E; zIG(z)) transforms under a finite coordinate change, let zt be
a sequence of coordinates parameterized by t running from to 1. Moreover let z = zo
be the initial coordinate and w = z be the final one. Equation 67) then becomes a
differential equation for (E; zt I G(zt)) which reads
d a dzt 3 a2 dzt (E(6-8) -- (E; zt I G (Z't)) (E; zt I G (zt)) + -
dt 9zt dt 2 o9z2 dt
We first note that
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a_
09zt a, Zt
,92 a2 Zt
a +
az 3 t)2 az2t A Zt ) (az Z
Calling for notational clarity (E; zt G (zt) = (At 1, equation 68) now reads
d (Atj I d (azzt)Atj -3 az2 zt d 3 1 dA Zt) ( I - _(a2Zt)(Ejdt a, zt dt 2 (a, Zt ) 3 dt 2(azZt)2 dt z
I d 3 az2 zt d 3 d a2 Zt
7(az zt) (At + - Wz Zt) (E I + - -
,9z zt dt 2 (azZt)3 dt 2 dt (azZt)2 (E
Rearranging terms we arrive to
d 3 az2 zt 2 zt(At I - _ - I d 3 z
2 _-- -(aZZt) (Atjdt 2 (azzt) az zt dt 2 (azZt)2
As the reader can now easily check the solution is given by
1 3 2(At Ao + 
az zt 2 (azZt)2
We can now finally write a closed form expression for the transformation law of the field
(E; z I G (z)). Taking t = I in the above equation we arrive to
1 3 a2 w(6.9) (r-; w I G (w) = E; z I G (z)) +  P-
azw 2 azW)2
The zero mode G of the field G(z), defined by
G dz G(z) cb-,, C-nbn b-nCn,
27ri
n n>-l n>2
is called, for obvious reasons, the ghost-number operator. Recalling the conventional
division of the ghost modes in creators and annihilators that was decided at the beginning
of the section, it is clear that the ghost-number operator counts the number of ghosts
(c-type creators) and then subtracts the number of antighosts (-type creators).
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The ghost-number operator has the important property of commuting with the Virasoro
operators. Applying equation 52) to the field G(z) we readily conclude that
dw T(w)v(w), G(z)] 3,92 V Z) + Ov(z)G(z) + v(z)OG(z = a v(z)G(z - 3 '9V (Z)
27ri 2 2
Using the fact that the right hand side of the above equation is a total derivative, we can
write
dw T (w) v (w), G] dz dw T(w)v(w), G(z)] = 0,
27ri 27ri 27ri
from which we deduce that G commutes with the Virasoro operators. We will now use this
fact and equation 69 t deduce an important property of the ghost-number operator.
We wish to prove that the total ghost number of a given surface state (El corresponding
to a punctured surface is 3 - 3 To be more precise we will prove that
n
(6.10) ( I G(') 3 - 3g)(El.
At first we shall prove that if 6.10) is valid for at least on surface in Pg," it is valid for
all surfaces in Pgn It is a known fact [5] that given two punctured surfaces E, E E Pg,,
we can obtain El with the application of Virasoro operators on (EEl. There is therefore
an operator build from the Virasoro operators such that (I = E10. Suppose now that
(6. 10) holds for the surface state (El. We have just proved that [0, G] 0. It is therefore
clear that
(El G(') ( I 0 G(' = E G(') = 3 - 3g) ( I = 3 - 3g) (EE1.
n=1 n=1 n=1
Consider now the reflector R121. Let the coordinates around the two punctures be z
and w, which are linked by the analytic relation zw = . Calling (G(O) (z I = R12; zIG(z))
and (G(-)(w)l = R12;wJG(w)) equation 69) reads
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3
+ -(R121-
W
I I
#- (w I = - (G(o) (-) 1
W2 W
We then have that
dz (G(0) (z I
2,7ri
dz (G () (z I
27ri
+ dw G(-)(w I =
2,7ri
dw I I(G () -)I 27ri w2 W
(RI2 I G(1) + G (2))
dw 3 R12 I 
27ri w(6.11)
dz (G () (z I
27ri
dz' (G(0) (z' I 3 R121 
27ri
A computation similar to the one above also shows that
(V123 (Z I G(1) + G(2) + G (3)) - 3(Vl23(Z)I-
We almost have all the information required to prove 610). To conclude let us show
that 610) is compatible with sewing. Parallel to equation 611) we also have that
(G(l) + G (2)) JR12 = 3R12)-
Suppose now that E c P9', and EE E Ph,,,,. The sewn surface Eocly'E is then an element
Of Pg+h,,,+,,-2- If 610) holds for (El and for then it also holds for EooIyE--7, as the
following computation shows:
(E 00 1, (2) (n) (2') + -- +
( I E I RI, , (G (2) + -- + G(n) + G(2')++ G(MI)
+ ---+ G(n) + G(") + + G(m') - G(1) G(")) I RI, 1,)
3g) + (3 - 3h) -
(3 - 3(g + h))(Eocjj,=j.
A similar computation can be done if the sewing is done using two punctures belonging
to the same surface.
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We are now done. Equation 610) holds for the standard 3-punctured sphere. For
any choice of g and n we can build, sewing 3-punctured spheres, at least one surface state
in Pg,,, for which 610) is true. But then, following the reasoning done at the beginning
of the proof, 610) must hold for every surface in Pgn-
The last field related to the ghost section that will interest us is the so called BRST
current, which we shall denote by Q(z). In the modern covariant treatment of string field
theory the BRST field plays a central role, and we will try to give a brief summary of
its main properties. The field is defined by the following normal ordered expression
3Q(Z = CWT-W + : c(z)Tg(z) : +-'Y'C(Z).
2 2
A simple computation shows that the corresponding state is given by
I
IQ) = cLm2 + cLg 2 3c-1)10).
2 -
It is clear that the BRST field has conformal dimension (1,O). What is not at all obvious
is the fact that it is a primary field. Let us now show this. We have that
1
Li IQ) =Li cjLT2 + -CjL9 2 3-i 10)
2
ci]LT + 1 [L[LI 2 17 l]Lg 2 3[Li, C-11 10)
3
-IC2, L9 2 - co 10 = 
2
and that (remembering the central charge extension)
L21Q) =L2 cILT2 + CjL9 2 + 3c-i 10)
2
= [L2 , c1l LT + cl [Lm Lm ] + [L2 c,]Lg 2 cl [L9, Lg 2 3 L2 C- 1 IO)
2 2 -2 2 2 2
= 13c - 5 IC3, L9 2 13 C, 9, 10) -
2 2
5 13 9
= 13 C, IO) = .
2 2
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Moreover we can show similarly that LQ = for n > 2 This proves that Q(z)
is primary. A simple but important consequence of this fact can then be immediately
deduced. Let us introduce the BRST operator Q, defined by
Q dz Q W
27ri
Using conserved charge methods with the constant function we then readily obtain that
n
(E Q( = 
for every n-punctured surface E.
We now wish to compute the operator product expansion of the BRST current with
the ghost fields. Let us start by noting that Lg 2 0) T9) (2cob-2 + cb-3)10)- We can
then write that
b(w IQ) =E bnW -,-2 (cL' +c1cob-2+3c-1)I0)'--
-2
n
1 3
_LT + cob-2 - -cib-2 + - 10) +W 2 W ;2 ;3
3 1 1
- - cib-2 +-(L-2 - cob-2 - cb-3) 10) +
W3 W2 W
from which we deduce that
- 3 1 1R[b(w)Q(z)] G(z) + (T(z) -,OG(z)) +(W - Z)3 (W - Z)2 W - Z
and finally that (noting that both b and Q are odd objects)
3 1 1 .(6-12) R[Q(w)b(z)] + G(z) +. T(z) +...(W - Z)3 (W - Z)2 W - Z
Similarly we can compute
CM IQ Cn W-n+1 (cLT2 + ccob-2 + 3c-1)10) CJCOIO) +
W
n
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from which we readily deduce that
(6-13) R[Q(w)c(z)]  C(Z)&(Z + 
W - Z
We can now easily use equations 612) and 613) to compute the anticommutator of the
BRST operator Q with the fields b(z) and c(z). The technique used is the usual one and
we shall therefore be brief. We have that
dwIQ, b(z)j R[Q(w)b(z)] T(z),
27ri
and that
I Q) C(Z)1 dw R[Q(w)c(z) = c(z)&(z).
27ri
We now move to the final topic of this section, which is probably also the most
important one. We wish, in particular, to prove that the BRST operator Q satisfies
(6-14) Q = .
Suppose that the operator product expansion of the field Q(z) with itself takes the form
R[Q(w)Q(z)] + A(z)+...
W - Z
We can then compute Q2 as follows:
Q -Q, Qj dZ2 JQ, QW1 
27ri
dz dw
-R[Q(w)Q(z)]
27ri 27ri
dz dw
+ A(z) +
27ri 27ri W - Z
dz A(z).
27ri
Clearly the vanishing of A(z) is a sufficient condition for 614) to hold. We then wish to
prove that JA = 0. But we clearly have that
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Q(W) IQ) + IQ+--- IQ),
W
from which we deduce that A = QQ). 614) will then be satisfied if
QIQ = .
The proof from now on is tedious but does not present conceptual difficulties and we leave
the details to the reader.
7 Deformations of a conformal field theory.
By definition a conformal field theory is a way of assigning to every punctured surface
E a corresponding state (El so that the algebra of sewing is satisfied. Suppose now that
we deform the state (El to (El 6El. If the deformed surface states still satisfy the
algebra of sewing we have constructed a new conformal field theory starting from the
original one. Both theories share the same state space and we say that they are related
by a conformal field theory deformation[3]. To be more precise we note that the algebra
of sewing is preserved if, given two punctured surfaces and E, the following relation
holds:
(7.1) 6(EoojjE'-I = (6(EI)(=-IRjj) + EI(6';:;'I)IRjj) + EJ(EI(6IRjj)).
Not all deformations are interesting. Some do not even change the theory. Suppose that
we are given a linear operator on the state space H. We can extend its action to the
dual space H* an to higher tensor products easily. In particular the action of on a
_  I En (j) We
surface state (El corresponding to an n-punctured surface is given by W
can then consider deformations of the form
n
(7.2) M
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They are manifestly conformal field theory deformations since corresponding to 72 we
have that
6JR12 = E(W (1) + W(2)) JR12),
which guarantees that 71) is always satisfied. Moreover they do not change the underlying
conformal field theory since effectively we are just changing basis in the state space H.
We now move to deformations that do change the underlying theory. Let 10) be a
primary state of dimension (1, 1), usually called a marginal operator. As usual let be a
punctured surface and let us assume that the coordinates disks around the punctures are
disjoint. We can then define the deformation of the corresponding surface state to be
2Z,(E; z I 0 (z)) d
7r -UiDi
where the Di's are the unit coordinate disks around the punctures which are excluded
from the integral. Note that the above integral is well defined since (E;zJO(z))d 2Z
(E; z I 0 (z)) dz A d is a well defined two-form on the surface. (We are using the2
normalization to agree with previous conventions). We need to check that the
7r
above equation actually defines a deformation. We note that 6(R12 = 6R12 = since
the coordinate disks around the punctures cover the entire sphere leaving no region for
the integration. It is then manifest that we have a deformation since sewing is done by
deleting the coordinate disks of the punctures to be sewn, region over which the integration
of the marginal operator is excluded in the first place.
We can then combine the two types of deformation to obtain what we will consider
to be the most general conformal field theory deformation
n
- E _,E(El I: W(i).(7.3) E; zJO(z))d'z
7r -UiDi
As we said before, equation 7.3) works fine if the punctured surface has disjoint coordinate
disks but it loses significance otherwise. We can extend its meaning in the latter case by
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restricting the region over which we do not integrate the marginal operator. Let D' be a
smaller region within the unit disk. We can then rewrite 73 as
n n(E; z I 0 (z)) d'z+ (E; z 0 (z)) d'z - E (E W(O
7r -uiDli 7r j-D'i
(7.4) i=16 n(E; zO(z))d'z _'E(El L') 0 () (z) d2Z
7r 7r
-uiDli -DI
where in the last equality we have used the sewing relation (E- zIO(z))d 2ZJDi-D'i 7
JD-DI EIO(') (z)d 2z. As we can clearly see the change in the integration region just
amounts to a corresponding change in the linear part of the deformation given by
W _ W I O(z)d 2 Z.
7r -DI
Moreover, by choosing D' small enough, we have reached an expression for El that can
be applied to any surface state.
To conclude this section we would like to introduce the concept of symmetry in
conformal field theories. As we have seen a linear operator on state space induces a
conformal field theory deformation. In some cases the deformation 6EI vanishes for all
surface states (E 1. We then say that we have a symmetry of the theory. To be more specific
let be a linear operator on H. We say that is a symmetry if _ I En I Si = for
all 
A typical way to construct a symmetry of a theory is to consider a (I 0) holomorphic
primary field J(z). Then using conserved charge methods with the constant function I
defined on any punctured surface we get that - 'I En 1 j(i) 07 where Jo f J(z).i= 0 27i
8 Spaces of conformal field theory.
Let M be a anifold and let us assume that for every point x E M we are given a
conformal field theory. Therefore for every x E M we have a state space Hx and a way
of assigning to every punctured surface a surface state (E(x)l so that the algebra of
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sewing is satisfied. Let us further assume that the manifold M together with the vector
spaces H., have the structure of a vector bundle and that the surface states E(x)j are
smooth sections. We then say that we have a space of conformal field theories and we
call the base manifold M the theory space.
We are not going to be interested in global issues in theory space. Therefore, from
now on, we are only going to work within a fixed coordinate patch in M parameterized
by coordinates x. Locally the vector bundle structure is trivial. Therefore, for every
point xt' we can find a basis o(x)) of H., so that Ioi(x)) is smooth for every i We
have already remarked that the operators Lo and Lo are diagonalizable. It is not clear
though that we can find smooth sections o(x)) that diagonalize Lo(x) and Lo(x). We will
assume throughout that it is possible and we will denote by (hi(x),hi(x)) the conformal
dimension of O (x)). We will also denote by -yi -- hi hi and by si -- hi - hi the so called
total dimension and spin of 0i) respectively.
We would now like to discuss covariant differentiation on theory space. Rom now
on, unless it causes confusion, we will drop the explicit reference to the x dependence,
which will be nevertheless always implied. Before we introduce the concept of connection
we would like to discuss the standard partial derivative 9. The operator 49,, acts in the
usual way on functions defined on M. Suppose now that IS) s'10i) is a smooth section.
We then define the derivative 0,,Is) to be More generally the partial derivative
of any section is defined by first expanding the section in terms of the standard basis and
then by partially differentiating the expansion coefficients. Clearly the partial derivative
of a section depends on the particular choice of basis states. On the other hand we
would like to define a covariant derivative D. independent of this choice. To this end
we introduce a connection F which will be an operator on H and it will also be basis
dependent. The covariant erivative of a ket section Is) is then defined by
Dt, (F I s) - 09i, IF,,) I ).
Similarly for a bra section sj we define
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D,p(sj - (sir,
These definitions can be easily extended to sections of higher tensor products of H and
H*- For example the covariant derivative of an n-punctured surface section (El is given
by
n
D. (r) (r, a,, (E (r I r, M
With these definitions it is clear that covariant differentiation is compatible with tensor
contraction, in the sense that it acts following Leibniz' s rule. For example if Is) and (tj are
two sections, Dtjs = D,,(tl)ls + tj(D,,Is)). Similarly for different tensor contractions.
(Note that sometimes we omit explicit reference to the connection. This will be done to
reduce notation when there is no risk of confusion).
To see how the connection has to transform under a change of basis, we consider new
basis states related to the original ones by Io') = N0j). (correspondingly we also
have that (OiIN-1) We then require that (,O, + r,,)Is = ,9/" IF' )Is). Clearly we
have that O,Is) =.N,9,,(N-1Is) = al, + N(,9,,N-1))Is). Therefore we must have that
r = N(ajN-1).
Is it possible to cleverly choose basis states so that the connection vanishes? Not in
general. We will sketch the proof of the fact that this is not possible if the connection has
curvature. The commutator of two covariant derivatives is directly related to the curvature
of the connection. In particular, if we define the curvature operator Q,, as
(8.2) QpV -atrv ar A + F AF, - FF IL
it is the work of a moment to show that
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[Dit) Dv I s) Qpv I S)
[DII Dv] (s -(,91QI.LV
n
[Dtl Dv] E Y'(EIQ(i)
pv
It is a tedious but straightforward computation to show, starting from the definition 82)
and from (8.1), that lv is independent of the choice of basis states. This implies that
connection with non vanishing curvature cannot be made vanish with a change of basis.
Connections are important to us because they also generate conformal field theory
deformations. If (E(x)l is a surface section and 6xl' is a small deviation form the point
xP we wish to consider the deformation given by
(8-3) 6E(x)j = 6x1'DXMF'(X)1-
Why is it a deformation? It is easy to check. Covariant differentiation, as we have
already noted, follows Leibniz's rule with respect to tensor contraction. Equation 71)
then trivially follows, since in this case 6 * xl'D,, (r). As we said the most general
deformations that we are going to consider are going to be of the form 73). We will
then consider only connections for which 83) is also of this form. There must then exist
sections lo,,) and w,, of marginal states and of operators respectively such that
I n(8.4) D (E = -- d2Z(E; Z10 / (z) _  I Wm
P 7r -UiDi A
Clearly there are some ambiguities coming from symmetries. First of all, if
S. are symmetry sections, we can let w A -* wi + s without altering the above
equation. We can also add s A to the connection. In this case we have clearly that
_ En 1(rDl_t(F + s)(Ej DF)(Ej 'IS(i) = DI, (IF) E 1, and the left side of the equation isj= A
unaltered.
More generally a change AF in the connection is reflected in a change of 11 A by the
same amount. This should be clear from
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n
D,,(r + Ar)(E = D,,(r)(E - E(EjAr(i -
nd2Z(E; Z10 1,(Z) _ Ej Ep(i + Ar(O).
7r A A
-UiDi
9 The canonical connection f,.
The canonical connection, which is denoted by fp, is defined by setting w in
(8.4). We will in the sequel abbreviate D,(f) with bA. With this notation the defining
equation for fA becomes
2Z(E; Z10(9. 1) Dp r- d (z))
7r -UiDi
In this section we will show on general grounds that the connection f. leads to divergences
when we try to calculate the second covariant derivative DDt,10j) of the basis sections
and the second covariant derivative of surface sections. Before doing so we need
some preliminary results. First some notation. We let H3 be the operator expansion
coefficients defined by
J hh--1-h--hj-1Op (Z) Oi) HtLi 3 3 10j)-
27r
I Hti -iO(Si-Sj)1Oj),
e27r r 2 +,y -yj
where z re'O. Using the fact that (z = 0, (z I Oj) O'l we also have that
3(9.2) 0 ,(z) Htj _ iO(Si-Sj)1Oj)W1.
2,7r r2+-yi -- yjij
With this definition out of the way we would like to consider the covariant derivative of
the Virasoro operators[11]. Let f (a) = o,( - o-') for some n > . In the a plane let D
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be the unit disk and D' be the region defined by If (a) I < 1. Let then = D - D' (see
Fig. 8) By definition of IF, we then have that
1 2) (2)
,EDAL,, + WALn DA f (a) 1);- I R24) DA ( I IR24) -
2, f (1); (2) Z (3)
d 0 R24)
7r 0- - Z
3
The region of integration is already of order . To first order we can therefore replace
f(o-) with in the surface state contracted with the marginal state to obtain the expression
1 2ZO
,EDALn + WALn = - d p (Z)
7r
We have to consider the area element d2z. Let z be of unit modulus and let dz be
tangent to the unit disk at z and pointing in the counterclockwise direction.
I I, I
d2Z
VA
M
Figure 8.
from a to f(o-) moves the point z to f(z --
is the area of the parallelogram of sides dz and
means that
The deformation of the coordinate
Z(j + Cn) . Therefore the area element
V f1(Z) - Z =EZ n+1. (See Fig.8) This
- IM(,EZn+ =,EZn+l d _ ,r+l dz
d'z 'dZ-) 2i 2i'
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which in turn implies that
d, nloLn - Z t (Z),
27ri
dz rloD Ln A(Z).A 27ri
Note that we always choose the conventional orientation of the loop integrals so that
f dz = f d2 = 27ri. Therefore the d integral is conventionally clockwise, explaining theZ 2
change in sign. Using 92) we then find that
I 27r o E H ije-iO(si-sj-n)
D PLn 27r 2
(9-3) ij
(H ij6E A sisj+n)27r ij
Similarly we have
(9.4) AlLn (HAij6sjsj-n)
2,7r ij
We would like to consider this result in the case n = . In this case we now the explicit
form of Lo and Lo, since we are working with basis states of definite conformal dimension.
It is clear that
Lo = E 6j hi I 0j) (Oil
ij
iLo E 6j hi I 0j) (O .
ij
We ten have an alternative expression for the covariant derivative of the Virasoro operators
given by
IL Lo = 9/,Lo + [fj,,Lo] E 6ijahi + fji(h - hj)) 10i)(Oil
A
ij
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and by
bi'Lo (6i'j'91'h + f i (hi h) I j (oil,ij
where we have expanded f . as Ej fjil0j)(O'l. Combining with 93) and 94) we then
obtain
6ilialh + fii(h - hj = I Hti36,isj
27r
6i 'i allhi I-' i (hi - hj = Hji3
A 27r
Adding and subtracting we finally have that
6i 'i al"Y + f i Yi - 7) Hiii6,,,,jA 7T
kialls + fi(Si - Sj =.A
In the case =,4 -yj (and therefore i j) the above gives
I HAii6s,,s (9-5) fj 3 b = Yj
t1i 7r 'Yi - 'Yi
Moreover it is clear that if i =,4 sj then
(9-6) f = .I-Li Si =' 8j)
Equation (9.5) will be just what we need to show the divergence of the second
covariant derivative &bAloi). Remembering that alloi) 0 the first covariant derivative
is given by 0i) Oi) and the second by
D (Di, I 00 = (10, 17 I i) + 17,171 I 00
The first term is manifestly finite since the connection F. is itself finite and smooth.
Problematic on the other hand will be the second term. In particular let us look at the
matrix element where we take i = sj (note that if this condition where
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not true the matrix element would be automatically zero because of 96)). Defining
=max (-yi, -yj), we can expand the matrix element as
.  l,) E f k E fk 1: fkifj(od F'r It pifjk = pifjk + p v k'(9-7)
k
-Yk <' -Yk >;Y
The first term, being a finite sum, is manifestly finite. The second term, on the other
hand, will give divergences. To show this we make two simple observations. On one hand,
if -y < yj, then
fj I Hjtij6sis = I 27 d -i0(Sj-Sj) 1 H1,ij[Li - -e rdr 2 +,yi -,yj =
7r 'Yi - 'j 7r 27r r
I
, I < 
7r
2 I H jZhj-hi-1 hi-i - Id 27r 0 7r 1<1 d 2ZOjjo 1 (Z I 00 
On the other hand, if -y > yj holds, we have the similar expression
I Ht, I6"i "'j 1 2 i
Pj - _ - "r d e-i0(Sj-Sj) 0,0 rdr HIi
pi - 7r 7i - Yj - 7r 27r r2+,y -j
2 I H jZhj-hj-1-hj-hj-1 = I 2Z(Ojlod Z - d /' (Z I Oi) -
27r 7r 1>1.
We can now go back to consider the second sum in 97). Given the ast two observations
we have that
f kifi - I
I: [L vk - 7r 2 : 1>1
-Yk >;Y -Yk >
d2Z
1<1
d 2W((j I 0, (Z I Ok) (Okjo / (W I Oi) -(9.8)
We cannot readily extend the sum on the right hand side to all the states since this would
introduce divergences in the integrals as z --* oc and w --+ 0. On the other hand we note
that, for IzI > IwI we have
1: 0 (Z I 0 (ok I 01 (W) = R[O,(z)O,,(w) - E 0)10k) Okjoj'(W).
-Y k >Y -Yk <'
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The right hand side of equation 98) can then be rewritten as
(9.9)
2Z 2W (ok I Ot' (W I 0,)2 d d (0iJR[0,(z)0,(W)IJ0i - (010,W10k)
7r 1>1 1<1
'Y k <- 7Y
The second terms has two distinct roles. One one side it cancels the divergences arising in
the integral as z - oc and w -* 0. On the other hand it adds a finite contribution that
will not contribute to the divergence of the matrix element under consideration. The first
term, on the other hand, will present integrability problems as z and w approach each
other.
To show this fact we will need the general form of the operator product expansion
of 0(z) and of 0,(w). We will in the sequel assume that 10,,) is one of the basis state
sections for all M. We will moreover assume that we are working with a unitary theory
(hi, hi > 0) in which the vacuum is the only state of conformal dimension (0, 0). Therefore
(9.2) becomes
J:H iWhj-2-hj-210j)=
0, (W I OM) 27r VtL W
3.
H,,,vac-10 + 1 THvJ'iWhj 2iV-hj -2
27r IWI, 27r I 0j)
-Yj >0
Remembering that the operator corresponding to the vacuum is just the identity operator,
we conclude that the general operator product expansion is given by
GM I 1 H'i (W _ Z hj - 2 77V -) hj - 2 Oj Z),
R[0"(Z)0V(W)1 W + Z
I - Z14 27r -Yj >0
where we have introduced the notation G.,, = I H'vac = 010'(1) lo/,) = (Rl2lO/,)110,)2-2r
We now see that the leading singularity in 99) is given by the integral
I 1 1
2 2Z 2
1<1 d 1>1d IZ - W14 = 7r rdr d JV14'
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The d 2V integral diverges as (I - r-2 as r --* 1. Therefore the full integral diverges as
dxf T
As we have seen the second covariant derivatives of the basis state sections are
divergent in general. We are nevertheless working under the hypothesis that the surface
states are smooth sections in theory space. This means that, given and n-punctured surface
E and n basis states 1), 10n) the contraction
Y-101)1 ... 10n)n
is a smooth function in theory space. We then conclude that the divergences in the second
covariant derivative of the basis states must be canceled by other divergences arising from
the second covariant derivative of the surface section, to which we now move our attention.
We are interested in evaluating & bl (El. To this end let Pi, - - , Pn G E be the punctures
and suppose for simplicity that the coordinate disks around the punctures are disjoint.
Let us denote by Zi, Zn the coordinate around the punctures and by DI, Dn the
coordinate disks. Moreover, at each point p E E let us choose once and for all a local
coordinate wP satisfying wp(p) 0. In particular at the punctures we choose wp, = 2zi,
which implies that w is a retraction of the local coordinate around the i1h puncture. This
process defines a conformal metric on the surface defined by d1(p = dwpl and therefore
also a measure dp(p = d 2W PI Let us also denote by AP the disk around the point p
consisting of the points q such that iwp(q) < I AP is therefore unit disk in the coordinate
wp). With this notation the first covariant derivative of the surface section is given by
AIN dp (p) (E; p I Op (P))
7r UiDi
It is clear that we have a huge freedom in the choice of the -coordinates w Let us use
some of this freedom to require that, for any two points p and q in E, p Aq if and only
if q G P, In particular, if p iDi, the disk AP will not contain any of the punctures,
since Ai Di. We can then freely do the sewing implied in equation 74) to write the
following expression for the second covariant derivative:
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IDD tLFl --:_ -
7r VUjDj
dp (p)  E - I D I 0/, (A) +
+ I dp(p) d1i (q) (E; p, q I 0/, (p) I 0, (q)) -(9-10) 72 VUiDi OUiDi
qOAP
dp(p) dp (q) (E; p, q I 0/, (p) I 0, (q)).7 2 UiDi EDjnAP
The first term is clearly finite. The second is also finite since the operators inserted on the
surface are finitely separated both from the punctures and among themselves. Divergences
on the other hand will be clearly coming from the third term. As the operator 0,(P)
approaches the boundary of one of the disks Di it will collide with the operator 0,(q)
inserted in the intersection nDi (see Fig.9).
I/ lot')
- 10,
Figure 9.
The divergences in the operator product expansion of (z) and 0, (w) will result in
a diverging integral. Let us concentrate on the ith puncture and let us assume that the
coordinate zi extends within the disk Di = I z I < 2 and that in this region we have chosen
Wp (q = 2 zi (q - zi (p)). If the other punctures on are outside the disk i we can use
sewing to write
0 (i" 0 )
(E; p, q I -- ( I 0- ; 1
a
Zi (P) W. zi (q) (P) Rii, I
2 o - zi (p)) 2 o - zi (q))
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whenever p, q E Each term of the sum in the last term of equation 9 ) can then
be rewritten as
dl-t(p) dp (q)  E; p, q I 0/, (p) I 0, (q))
OUiDi eDinAp
d 2Z d 2wR[0,,(Z)0,(W)1
< I Z I < 3 IWI<1
2 W-Zl<
Since lw-zl < JzJ and lw-zl < wJ we can consider the operator product expansion around
both z and w. As we have seen the leading singularity in the operator product expansion
R[O,,(z)O,(w)] is given by 1 This leads to an divergent integral as the following
computation illustrates:
d2:Z d2W d 2Z d2V
<IZI<-3 IWI<1 Z W14 3 +ZI<1
2 -ZI< 1 <IZI<7 VI< H,2
3
-- 27r 2 rdr d2V
-rI<1 H,
VI<i
The leading divergence in the d 2V integral is clearly (r -)-2 .. This fact can be checked
using any rough approximation of the integration region. Therefore the full integral diverges
like f d. This is ompletely inevitable. Moreover the divergence that we have just foundX2
is of the exact same type as the divergence we found earlier in the computation of the
second covariant derivative of the basis sections.
10 Introduction to some new results.
In two recent papers Sen and Zwiebach have given a proof of local background
independence of both classical and quantum closed string field theory. Of basic importance
in the proof is a connection P over the space of conformal field theories in question. In
their papers Sen and Zwiebach write F A as the sum of the canonical connection 1 and of
an operator AP A for which they give an explicit expression as an integral over the space
of three punctured Riemann spheres. We have just seen that the canonical connection F A
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is not integrable, in the sense that it does not lead to finite parallel transport of states.
On the other hand the possibility of using the proof of local background independence
to show equivalence of string field theories built on two finitely separated conformal field
theories depends on the finiteness of the connection I'A,
In the following sections we will give a proof of second order integrability of a family
of connections A / + A,, in the particular but important case of parallel transport
of the vacuum state. The connections I are related to the connection I,-,, even though
a proof of integrability for r1 is still missing.
As we have shown that the second order divergences of the canonical connection
are caused by the collision of two marginal operators, whose operator product expansion
contains, on general grounds, a non integrable singularity. Our proof of integrability shows
how the added term AFA eliminates the divergences by restricting the region of integration
for the marginal operators so that all collisions are avoided.
1 1 The connections f A f , + Af , and F f/ + ir/,.
Before we can describe the connections IL and IFA we need to introduce some some
preliminary concepts.
Consider a point in PO,3- Since MO,3 (moduli space of three-punctured surfaces)
consists of a single point the only information contained in are the coordinates at a
punctures. Let be the uniformizing coordinate on the sphere such that the punctures
fall at a = , oc and 1. The coordinates at the three punctures can then be written
as analytic functions fjj2J3 of the uniformizing coordinate. In particular we will be
interested in surfaces symmetric under the interchange of the first two punctures given
by the map o- --- 1 so we will require f2 (or) fj Moreover the coordinate at the
o = I puncture will be irrelevant for our purposes, so we will set it once and for all
equal to f(o-) a - I We can therefore see that the surfaces that will interest us will
be parameterized by a single analytic function f (a) = f, (u), describing the coordinate at
0- 0.
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We now consider a sequence of such surfaces described by ft (0),where the parameter
t runs from to 1. The path can be an arbitrary path starting from fo 0' = 0, and
ending at f, (o-) fw (a), where fW is the standard Witten coordinate. Associated to the
path we also have a sequence of vector fields vt (z a which describe the change in theaz
coordinate. In particular if z is the coordinate at t then the coordinate z' at t + At will
be given by z = z + Atvt (z). Therefore vt is related to ft by
dft (a)(I = Vt (ft (01)dt
It is clear that vt (z) is an analytic function of z vanishing at z 0.
We are now almost in a position to describe the operator AP., representing the
difference between the canonical connection fA and the connection I'm I To be more precise
we will give the expression for the related bra
(1)
Arj, (1 21 -(R12JP1Co Al
27r d i-where P -- e o projects onto the states annihilated by L-. It is then an easy0
matter to find an xpression for AFA in terms of (AF,,(1,2)J. Using the properties of the
(2) p -(3)
vacuum and the fact that [bo, Lo = we first note that b 2JR23) = b P31R23) We0 0
then have that
0(2) p 0 (1) At (1) P3 b- (3) JR23) = b-c-RAf = At(11.2) (At, (1 2 1 b- 2JR23 = -(R12JP1C 11 0 0 0 A pt
where the last equality holds within the space of states annihilated by b- and L- (thiso 0
is actually the subspace of H that is relevant for closed string field theory, and it is the
one to which we will address our attention).
To describe Af,,(1,2)1 we introduce the convenient notation
(Trf 0 M 0 2 (3)
1231 f (a) f ( )
With this notation then we have that (see 2)
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1
(11.3) (A (1 21 dt V12 I b (1) (vt) + b(2) Vt) I C,O p)
+ f d2where b(vt) dz vt(z)b(z) z b (-) and I c-02-7ri 2,7ri p) = C1 ei I O")
As we said in the introduction we are not
a family of connections F going to consider the connection F,, but
A similarly defined. The difference will consist in the path ft(u).
We will not allow for general coordinates but we will restrict our attention to SL(2,C)
coordinates. This forces ft(o-) to be of the form at,77+bt, bt =,4 0. Equivalently we could
require the vector fields vt(z) to contain only the first and the second power of z, therefore
being well defined over all the z-Riemann sphere. Clearly this additional restriction does
not allow us to reach the Witten coordinate, and therefore we drop the requirement that
f = fW. Nevertheless, for some particular paths, integrability of the full connection IL is
restored, suggesting that the proof might be extended to non-SL(2,C) coordinate paths.
With these remarks the definition for Aft, can be carried over to Ar. directly, only
remembering that now the path consists only of SL(2,C) coordinates.
12 The first covariant derivative of the vacuum section.
In this section we calculate the first covariant derivative of the vacuum section 10)
with respect to the connection I - fl, + AIFI,. It is given by
Di, I 0 = Dj I 0) + AFj I 0).
By definition of IF,,, we have that
I 2ZZ(2)' (1)JODI'M - d 00 2
7r 1<1
and therefore, since b,,IR12) - 0, one finds immediately that
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IDj,10) D,,(2(OIR24)) 
7r 1<1
d 2 Z (Z 3), 00 (2)10 j,) 3 R24)
(12.1) I
7r 1<1
2 1d Z(V123(Z)I0t,)3IR24)j0)1 - -
7r 1<1
d2ZO /'(40).
More computations are required to calculate AF,,10). Rom 11.2) and 11.3) we have
clearly that
11Ar,11O) dtjr I W) (vt) + b (2) (Vt)) ICEOp)3b- (2)
" 123 0 P2 I R24) IO) 1.
As a consequence of the analyticity of vt(z), b(1)(vt) will contain only oscillators that
annihilate the vacuum JO)j. Therefore the above expression can be reduced to
(12.2) AF 10) dt(Vlft lb (2) (Vt I CEO,) 3b- (2) P I R24),A 23 0
where we have introduced the abbreviated notation (V'ft I - (Tft IO) 1. It follows from the23 - 123
standard properties of the vacuum that (Vlft o 2 1 3 since 10), deletes the23 f,( 1
puncture at o- O.
Let us now consider the integrand for a specific t. Geometrically it represents a two
punctured sphere with specific insertions at the punctures, as shown in Fig.10.
0
f, (I )0
(2)
21(vt)b-(2) P
0 2
I C-coR >
Figure I .
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Our first aim will be to move the antighost insertion b (2) (vt)b- (2) from the puncture0
(2) located at a oo to the puncture 3 at a = , using conserved charge methods. To
this end we let w = ft(1) and o - I be the coordinates around the two remaininga
punctures and we consider the vector field defined by
n n+l(,, a ftn+l 1 ftn +I 1) 19W +la -- (7 2.ft I - -(I W 1+() 'q OM
'9W f t '9,7 f1t( 1 ) 19( f It 1) 9(
01 1+(
We now recall that we are working under the assumption that w is an SL(2, C) coordinate.
Therefore for n < , the vector field defined above is analytic everywhere except at the
puncture at a = oc, where it might have a pole. In this case we can use conserved charge
methods integrating the vector field considered against the antighost field b to get
(12.3) (Vlft lb (2) (VIft I ftn + b (3) +
23 n 23 ff t( 1) -1 (n < )
(3)
where ... represents terms with bn I n > . These terms will not be important since,
for n > , we have bnlCEO,-" = bnClEll0j,) -- c-lbnlO = (recall that lo,,) comes from
the matter part of the theory and therefore behaves like the vacuum as far as the ghost
operators are concerned). We therefore have that
I ft 2 CEO ft (3) 1 CEO ftn+1 1)(V 231bn M)3 = V'23lb-1 /,)3 t
(12.4) f n+1 (1) f n+1 (I (n <
(3) C(3) E(3 Io (1) 71ft(VIft lb )3 t = 23JEO03 tI
23 -1 1 1 /-t f I (1) (1) 
Essentially the same formula will hold in the antiholomorphic section, with an extra minus
sign coming from the fact that b-11CC-0.) - b- 1 cl El I 01,) c I Ot,) c0f,). We have
+1
(12-5) ydt3lb(2) I CEOI,) 3 VI 2f I Oj,) 3 f th (1) (n < )
2 n 3 AM
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(n) n1We go back to consider equation 12.2). If we expand the vector field vt (z) as v 
we have that
b(vt = dz vt(z)b(z) + a.h. 
27ri
dz
27ri
V(n) Zn+1 E b Z-,-2 + a.h =E t
n M
(n) (n)).E(b-nVt + Ln'N
n
(_ 1)Under the assumption of SL(2, C) coordinates the only non-vanishing coefficients are vt
and v(0) We than have thatt
0
dt (V'ft I (2) V (n)23 , (b-n t
n=-l
I
AF,410) - _(2) (n))ICEO (2) p2i,3b- JR24) =
1 0 f-n+1(1 (n
dt t V )(V"t EOI,)3E Pt(l) t 23n=-l
x b (2) P I R24 =0
0E fn+1(1 
_n)
V
n=-l fl)
I Vt (ft (1))
f1t(l)
(V/ ft lwp)3
23
We have moved the first antighost insertion. With the same 'technique we can also move
the second. Using again equation 12.3) and recalling that b-,IcO,,) bil,011) 1011)
and that b- 1 1011) = b- c,, = 0, we can write that
(VIft -(3) f (1)23lb-11EOI,)3 
ft'(1)
(Ift f (1)
23 lop) 3ft (1)
t (2 _(VI' wp)3b_23 0
and similarly that
- (VI ft lCop)3b- (2 = V, ft Io f (1)
23 0 23 L 3 7-t 1 ,
where we have used the fact that lCo,1) and 1EOi,) are odd objects and therefore
anticommute with the b's. Using the above equations we can then write
I
AF,110) - dt + Vt (f (1)) ft (1) I I ft Io p 3 P I R24) ft, i) ftl i) ) \ 23Vt (f (1)) it 1)ft (I ft, 1)
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iOL As a final massage to this equation we note that the action of e o on a puncture is
just to multiply the local coordinate by e'O. Therefore we have, at the end, that
1 27r 0
vt(ft(i)) MI) V (f (1)) f () f(I 2.6) Ar,110) dt dO F 
V/23e I 0p 3 R24)
2ir ft (1) ft (1) ft (1) f t (1)
All the original insertions on puncture 2 have now been moved to the puncture 3 at
a = Geometrically now we have a simple description of the integrand in 12.6) as
shown in Fig.11. Aside from numerical factors we still have a two puncturd sphere with
a simple insertion of the marginal operator 10,, at a .
1 (3
I '--io
it k r 10 [A)
(2)
Figure 1 1.
We now consider more closely the expression IOp)3JR24) where, as in our case, f
is an SL (2, Q coordinate. Using the change of variables f ( = we can start by noting01
that
00 (2) 1 (3) CG 2) 1 (3)f ()
1 1f ) a I 1-- Ia f - i (71)
Since IO,,) is a primary state of dimension (1, 1), we have that
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1 (3)
i f () I Op 3 R24) =I - I
f -1(7)
V'2f3JOA)024) = (00 (2)1
7
1 (3)
(2) f () OA JR24) (a. h.)
aTf () 3 f ()
PM PM
- -0f2(1) f2(1) A f () 10) 
We can then rewrite 12-6 as
I I 27r Vt (ft (1)) V (f (1)) 1 00(12.7) A]FA10 = dt dO + f2 (1) ft (1) OA 10)27r ft2 (1) ft 1) t f (1)
Geometrically we have just stated the equivalence of Fig. 1 1 with Fig. 12, which is simply
obtained by changing the global uniformizer on the sphere from to 
I T
't=00
(2)
io
CT= -
W)
Figure 12.
We are essentially done. To simplify things let us define z(t) = and r = IzI. Usingft (1)
(I 1. 1) we then have that d z (t) = -vt (ft (1)) 1 and 12.7) can be further simplified todt 7,M)
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1 2 r d
A171110) dt dO (Z')Ot' (eioz(t)) 0)
27r dt
1 2 7r 2ZO
rdrd00,' eioz(t)) 10) d I ),
7r 7r <1Z1<1
where A Combining with 12.1) we obtain the final expression for the first
covariant derivative of the vacuum section
2ZO(12-8) Di 10) d /,(Z)10).
7r <A
As will be clear from the next section, integrability to second order will be restored
if A < . From now on we will work under this assumption.
13 The second covariant derivative of the vacuum section.
We now move to the object of interest. Since we are interested in the parallel
transport of the vacuum, we will need an expression for the second covariant derivative of
the vacuum section DD,,10) or, to be more precise, for the symmetrized version D,D,,)10).
Breaking up the connection as usual we can divide the problem as follows
DD.10) --b,(D,,J0) + Ar,(DmJ0) =
(13-1) I d2 Z(b'(0'(Z)l0) +Ar"O"'w1o))
7r I<A
To proceed in the computation we must at first make sense of D,(0,,(z)J0)), for
z < A. The expression 01, Z I 0 = 00 (1); Z 2) 10,,)2lRl4) corresponds geometrically to a two
punctured sphere with global uniformizer a and with punctures at a = oc and at = z.
The coordinates at the punctures are taken to be the canonical coordinates and - z
respectively, and the marginal operator 0A is inserted at z. In general the coordinate
disks of the two punctures (Jul > I and la - zJ < I respectively) will intersect. On the
other hand we can use the fact that is a primary of dimension (1, 1) to shrink theA
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coordinate disk around the puncture at z. This is achieved by changing the coordinate at
the puncture to 1 (o - z), where r is the new radius of the coordinate disk. By choosingI
r < I - A we can then avoid the intersection of the coordinate disks for all I z I < A. (Fig. 13)
1 1 
I 1-1
(j= a=Z
Cy= Z
I I1-1-1
1(31=1 I(jl=k I I -. L
Figure 13.
This geometric intuition corresponds to the equality
Z (2)(13.2) OA (Z I 0) 00 () I 0 A JR14)-
r 2 -(a - Z)
r 2
We are now in a position to easily compute the canonical covariant derivative 1),(O/,(Z)10)).
Using the definition of IF A we first differentiate the surface section to get
Z (2) 1 (2)2W OC) Z W 3) ,C, () = _ (1)
1 (O- Z) 7r jW1<1 ; 1(C-Z)
r w-zl>r r 3
where the region of integration corresponds to the shaded region in Fig. 13. We can then
use 13.2) to obtain
Z (2)D, Op (Z I 0)) - . 2 C,0(1) b,0 IL JR14)-
r -(0- - Z)
r 2
2 W 0 () Z (2) (3) 0, 0d 1 ; W A 2 R14),7rr2 jW1<1 -(,7 - Z)W-Z>, r 3
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where lbO,,) is the covariant derivative of the marginal state 10,,) with respect to the
canonical connection. To obtain the final expression we reexpand the coordinate at a = z
to the standard coordinate o - z. The above expression can then be rewritten as
I Z (2)D, 0/' (Z I 0)) 2 "(1) ; 1 &O M R14) -
-(O- )(13-3) r 2
1 2
d w R[O,'(Z)O'(W)1l0)-7r jW1<1
W-ZI>r
We now go back to consider equation 13.1). Using 13.3) we can obtain an expression
for the first term. To calculate the second term we need to first consider the ket
AFO,,(z)l0). Given the expression for AF, we readily have that
AFO,,(z)10) dt (1,"' I W) (vt) + b(2)(Vt))IC- (2) p2 lR24)V567(Z)lOp)7jR61)l0)5
v 123 CO,)3b0
dt(Vf lb (2) (Vt I CEO,) 3b- (2) p2 I R21) V'67 (Z I Op 7 R61),
v 123 0
where V'12 (Z I = 00(1); Z2) I and where, in the last equality, we have used that the b's
commute with 0,,(z) and that b(vt)10) - 0. We are faced with the sewing operation defined
by (1f23l(V'67(Z)lR61) , and graphically described in Fig.14
I G T
I CM,>
(2) -(2)
b (v,)bo 2
- - - - -
(1)
10 R)
4
f,( f, ((j)
ITI=X
Figum 14.
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The sewing condition is given by ft (a) = . Therefore we have that
1 (3) f 1 Z 7)
0- I ;ft(a) - Z
0 2)
,Vjf2t3l(V'67(Z)lR61 = I 
01
(13.4)
and
1 (3) fi- 1 Z 7)
lb (2) (Vt)lC1EO,)3l0/,7b- (2) p2 I R24) -
0- I ft O-) - Z 0
1 (2)
AFO,,(Z)10) - dt '
Ml) I
The sewn surface is graphically described in Fig.15, which closely resembles Fig.11, with
the addition of an extra puncture 7 contracted with the marginal operator 10,,).
I CO I/
(2) -(2)
b (v,)bo 2
10 It>
Figure 15.
We can use essentially the same techniques used previously to move the antighost
insertions from the puncture 2 at a -- oo to the other two punctures. As in the
calculation of the first covariant derivative of 10) we can consider the vector field w+' 9
aw
where w = ft and n < If we do so and we use conserved charge methods we get
el -
the same contributions as before coming from the 3 puncture and in addition we get
(7)terms proportional to bn with n > -1. All of these terms will annihilate lo,,)7 and will
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therefore not contribute. The calculations done before can then be repeated here to arrive
to
(7)
10,) 310/, 7 P I R24)
1 (2) 1
dt 'f,(1) a Ia
,3). fi- 1 Z)
, ft(O') - Z
X Vt (f (1))
ft (1)
+ Vt (f (1)) f ()  -
it, ft ( ) ) 
f (1)
f t, (1 )(13.5)
(7)
10, 3 Op) 7 R24)= I 1 dt 27 dO( 00 (2); 1 (3) ; f 1 Z)27r ft ( 1 e-io a I ft (O') - Z
Cr
X Vt(ft(1)) Ml)
ft (I ft, ( 1)
+ V (f (1)) f () 
ft 1) ft (I) 
We are now in a position to write the total expression for the second covariant
derivative 13.1 as
(13-6)
DD,110) - - 1 2
7rr I <A
+ I d 2Z
7r2 I <A
- 2Z
- I ( d27r 2 . I <\
d2 Z 0 () ; Z (2) b, O I R14) +
I (a - Z) A
r 2
jW1<1
rw-zi>r
d2w R[O,,(z)O,(w)]lO)-
(2) 1 (3) f, 1 Z 7)
0- I , ft (O-) - Z
1 2,7r 00
dt dO t ) e-io
or
X Vt(ft(l)) MI) + Vt (f (1)) t 1)
ft 1) ft (1) ft (1) 7t -(I
We now consider the finiteness of every single term. Let us first start form the last
term. To show finiteness we need to go back to analyze the sewing defined in 13.4)
in more detail. We have been working throughout under the assumption of SL(2,C)
coordinates- that is we have assumed that ft(o, = ' , with bt 4 0. The sewing defined
7 ato,+bt
in 13.4) is valid if the coordinate ft (a) does not include the punctures at O- = I and
a = oc. This is clearly the case if I at I < and I at + bt < 1. We will assume these
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inequalities throughout. We can now easily show the finiteness of the last term in 13-6).
Aside from constants and changes in coordinates we have the integral of the operator
product expansion of 0A and 0, at positions I and f(z) respectively. As we said
the coordinate Mo-) is retracted from a 1. Therefore recalling that jzj < A < I it is
clear that f'(z) will be uniformly separated from I throughout the integral avoiding the
singularities in the operator product expansion. This formal reasoning becomes self evident
if we look at Fig.15. The insertions of the two marginal states are there separated by a
band of finite size throughout the region of integration, which avoids the collision of the
operators.
Finiteness of the other terms is even easier to show. The first term is manifestly
finite, since the canonical connection is itself finite. The second term is also finite because
the operators never collide, since they are at the least separated by a distance r. This
then concludes the proof of the finiteness of the second covariant derivative of the vacuum
section.
14 Conclusion.
As we have seen, for some particular choices of the path ft(a) integrability of the full
connection I is rstored (at least for the vacuum section). The original divergences of
the canonical connection are described in terms of collisions of.marginal operators. On the
other hand the operator AF,, (which was added to I,) has, as a basic insertion on the
three punctured sphere, the (0,O) primary state IcEO,,), with extra antighost insertions on
the other punctures. In order to cancel the original divergences of the canonical connection
we were forced to move the antighost insertions using conserved charge methods, and in
order to do so we imposed that the coordinates ft(o-) be SL(2,C). To reach the Witten
vertex we nonetheless need to relax this assumption. It is reasonable to assume that
the correct choice for ft(o-) first eliminates the divergences of the canonical connection by
remaining SL(2,C) and then reaches the Witten vertex by adding an extra contribution
to the connection which does not spoil integrability. I believe that this idea should be
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investigated with more care in the near future, in order to have a complete proof of the
second order integrability of the connection IFAon the vacuum section.
I am indebted to B. Zwiebach for discussions that contributed much to the
understanding of the algebraic structure of the theory. I wish to thank K. Ranganathan
for useful conversations. I am very grateful to M. Lombardi for his extraordinary support.
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1 R 11
+ :,9c(w)b(z) -(W - Z)4 (W - Z)2 (W - Z)2 :.b(w),9c(z -
4
(W - Z)3
4
+ (W - Z)3
I
+ (-W - Z)2
2
: b(w)c(z) :  :&(w),%(z) : +
W - Z
: b(z)c(w) - 2 :&(w),%(z) : +
W - Z
I
(W - Z)2: o9b(w)c(z) : : c(w)o9b(z) : +regular,
and finally as
13
(W - Z)4 (W -
4 4
 : Oc(z)b(z) : +Z)2 W - Z
4
,92 c (z) b (z) : +
4
(W - Z)2
4
(W - Z)3
: dc(z)b(z) :  : dc(z)db(z) : +
W - Z
4
+ (W - Z)2
2 CZ),92+   b (z) : +
W - Z
: c (z) b (z) : : c(z),Yb(z) :
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We first prove, using Wick's theorem, 65). We have that
R[Tg(w)Tg(z) = R[: 2,9c(w)b(w) + c(w)ab(w) :: 2,9c(z)b(z) + c(z),Ob(z)
Tg(w)Tg(z) : +4(b(w),9c(z)) :49c(w)b(z) +4(,9c(w)b(z)) : b(w),9c(z) +
• 2(,9c(w),9b(z)) b(w)c(z) +2b(w)c(z)) :&(w),9b(z) +
• 2&(z),9b(w)) b(z)c(w) +2(b(z)c(w)) :,9c(z),9b(w) +
• (c(w)(9b(z)) : ab(w)c(z) : (,9b(w)c(z)) c(w),Ob(z) : +
4 b (w),Oc (z)) (9c (w) b (z)) 2 9c (w),Yb (z)) (b (w) c (z)) +
• 29c(z),9b(w))(b(z)c(w)) + (c(w),9b(zfflab(w)c(z)).
By using the contraction of the b and c field given in section 6 we can rewrite the above
expression as
72
2
+  : Oc(z)Ob(z) :
w - Z
4
(W - Z)3 : c(z)b(z) -
4 2 2
_ : Oc(z)b(z) - : 19 c (z) b (z) :(W - Z)2 w - Z
2 1
-  9),9b(z) -
w - Z (W - Z)2
I CZ)a2 Ib (z) -
w - Z (W - Z)2
: c(z),Ob(z) -
I
-  Oc(z),Ob(z) : +regular =
w - Z
: c(z),9b(z) :
13 2 (: 2ac(z)b(z) + c(z)ab(z) :)+
(W - Z)4 + (W - Z)2
+ 1 ( 22 c (z) b (z)- + Mc z),9b (z) + CZ),92 b(z) :) + - .
w - Z
We have therefore arrived to the final result
13 2 1 TR[Tg(w)Tg(z) = - W - Z)4 + W - Z)2Tg(z +  ,9 g(Z) +...
w - Z
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